Greetings Jazz Fans
Greetings Jazz Fans!
What a year! What
a festival! 2019
marks the 100th
anniversary of jazz
in Chicago. From
the sounds and
spirit of King Oliver,
Louis
Armstrong
and Jelly Roll Morton in the early
days to the NextGen Artists and
high school bands you will see on the
Rooftop stage this year, and all points
in between, our great city is a proud
hub for our favorite music – jazz.
This year we also celebrate the 50th
year of the Jazz Institute of Chicago!
From the visionary educators, writers,

With the mantra of Music.
Community.Education.Opportunity.
the JIC continues to realize this
vision through free concerts and
events, partnerships with Chicago
Public School bandleaders and
music teachers with our residency
program, jazz band competition, a
big band of school music teachers
(who really swing!), monthly Jam
Sessions with talented youth ages
9-19 at the historic Jazz Showcase,
FREE concerts in Chicago parks with
our 22-year-old Jazz City program,
and creating pathways of opportunity
and supporting young artists’
musicianship with the Jazz Links
Student Council and Emerging Artist
program.
We are proud as always to present the
depth and breadth of what the jazz
world has to offer, and to celebrate
Chicago’s role in the development
and rise of this uniquely American art
form.

and jazz fans who sat together in 1969
to ensure that jazz music would thrive
and live in all its forms to the variety
of programs we offer today, we plan
to keep the music playing for another
50 years – and beyond.

As a partner with the City of Chicago/
Department of Cultural Affairs &
Special Events for the 41-year run of
the Chicago Jazz Festival, the Jazz
Institute of Chicago has been proud
to be a part of this story of jazz. As

we look forward the next 100 years of
jazz in Chicago and the next 50 years
of the jazz Institute of Chicago, we are
pleased to be sharing this moment
with you. Visit all 4 stages and get a
taste of the rich history and legacy of
jazz, its vibrant “now” and very bright
future.
Visit the Jazz Institute of Chicago’s
booth today to get your festival
t-shirts and other merchandise, meet
our staff, and tell us about what
jazz and the Chicago Jazz Festival
mean to you. Most of all, we invite
you to become a member today.
Join the JIC family and help support
free programming, invest in our
youth, build community and connect
through the uplifting and unifying
power of jazz music.
Keep Swingin’!

Heather Ireland Robinson
Executive Director
The Jazz Institute of Chicago
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41the Annual Chicago Jazz Festival, August 23 – September 1, 2019
THURSDAY, AUGUST 29
CLAUDIA CASSIDY
THEATER
11:00am - noon The Red Rose Ragtime
Band – Programmed in collaboration
with the Illiana Jazz Club
Led by pianist Joan Reynolds, the
Red Rose Ragtime Band takes the
concept of trad jazz and runs with it.
Formed in the early ‘80s, the group
brings an infectious blend of wit
and energy to classic tunes by the
likes of Jelly Roll Morton, King Oliver
and Bix Beiderbecke as well as West
Coast revivalists Lu Watters and
Turk Murphy. For those who regard
traditional jazz as stiff or overly dated,
here’s a sure cure. The RRRB features
Art Davis on trumpet, Kim Cusack
on clarinet and alto saxophone, Tom
Bartlett on trombone, Steve Ley on
tuba, Leaf Bezin on banjo and Andy
Schumm on drums.
12:15 - 1:15pm Anton Hatwich Quartet
– Programmed in collaboration with
the Elastic Arts Foundation
Is there anyone of note on Chicago’s
improvised music scene that bassist
Anton Hatwich hasn’t played with?
The list seems endless: Josh Berman,
Jaimie Branch, Jason Stein, Russ
Johnson, Tim Daisy, Fred Lonberg-

Holm, Aram Shelton, Tim Stine,
Nick Mazzarella, Dave Rempis, Paul
Giallorenzo, Jim Baker. That should
tell you something about the Rockford
native’s versatility as well as his chops.
For all that activity, Hatwich has found
time to lead his own adventurous
groups, which reflect such influences
as Thelonious Monk, Jimmy Giuffre,
Steve Lacy and Henry Threadgill via
Hatwich’s flexible, spatially minded
compositions. Today, he’ll be joined
by a group of all-stars: Keefe Jackson
on saxophone, Jaimie Branch on
trumpet and Avreeayl Ra on drums.
1:45-2:45pm Mai Sugimoto Quartet
– Programmed in collaboration with
Asian Improv Arts Midwest
Since co-founding Hanami, a
wondrous band that can go from
liquid cool to ember-hot without you
noticing the shift, alto saxophonist
Mai Sugimoto has led a variety of
trios and quartets. In putting together
today’s pianoless foursome, the
Japanese native said she was inspired
by the historic Ornette Coleman
Quartet to go beyond standard
chordal instrumentation and test
the limits of this kind of writing and
playing. Her copacetic partners are all
notable creative improvisers in their
own right: Russ Johnson on trumpet,
Katie Ernst on bass and Charles
Rumback on drums.

3:15-4:15pm
John Wojciechowski
Quintet
–
Programmed
in
collaboration with the Jazz Record
Art Collective.
Known for his powerful tenor sound,
John Wojciechowski will switch to
alto saxophone today to embody the
style and spirit of Cannonball
Adderley. With his groove-tight
quintet, Wojo will recreate in its
entirety Cannon’s popular 1966
album, Mercy, Mercy, Mercy! Though
best remembered for Joe Zawinul’s
exuberant title song, which made the
album a big crossover hit, the
recording is full of great tunes,
including the leader’s often-covered
“Sack O’ Woe” and brother Nat
Adderley’s accurately titled “Fun.”
With Tito Carrillo on trumpet, Joey
Skoch
on
piano, Dennis
Carroll
on
bass
and
George Fludas
on
drums,
there will be a
lot of that in
the offing today.

PRESTON BRADLEY HALL
11:00am-noon A Conversation and
“Play & Tell” about the Jazz Trumpet
Programmed in collaboration with

THE JAMEY AEBERSOLD JAZZ CONCERT SERIES AT UIC
7:30pm - 9pm | FREE ADMISSION

SEP 18: ART DAVIS QUARTET | OCT 23: BOBBY BROOM TRIO
NOV 27: HENRY JOHNSON QUARTET | JAN 22: ROBERT IRVING III QUARTET
FEB 26: MARLENE ROSENBERG QUARTET | MAR 18: CHERYL WILSON
QUARTET | APR15: MARK COLBY QUARTET

University of Illinois at Chicago | School of Theatre & Music
1040 W Harrison St Rm L285 in the basement | Visit theatreandmusic.uic.edu for more information.
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the Jazz Education Committee
of the Jazz Institute of Chicago
Thursday, 29 August 2019, 11:00amNoon Chicago Cultural Center/
Preston Bradley Hall.
Since the early days of jazz, trumpet
players have been at the forefront of
each stage of its evolution.The names
of Louis Armstrong, Dizzy Gillespie,
and Miles Davis stand out as leaders
of pivotal movements in jazz history.
In the 1980s, after the fusion years,
Wynton Marsalis became the face of
a new generation of jazz musicians
dedicated to keeping the jazz idiom
alive. His presence produced many
new players including the trumpet
star Roy Hargrove. Until his tragic
death last year at the age of 49,
Hargrove had become the de
facto leader of the next generation
of musicians who, while respecting
the history of the music, incorporated
the new sounds of the day in their
expression ofjazz. Two Chicago
trumpet leaders who represent this
new expression of jazz are Corey
Wilkes and Pharez Whitted. In
a conversation with composer,
arranger, and pianist Miguel de la
Cerna, Corey and Pharez will discuss
the trumpet and its place in jazz and
how Wynton and Roy influenced
their respective careers. They will
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be joined by Micah Collier on bass
and Jeremiah Collier on drums.
12:30 - 1:30pm Alexis Lombre –
Programmed in collaboration with
the Hyde Park Jazz Society
A South Side native with a strong
blues sensibility, pianist Alexis
Lombre draws on all the right role
models, as her deep-in-the-keys,
McCoy Tyner-inspired original, “Blues
in Tyne,” attests. Together with pianist
Bethany Pickens (whose late, great
father Willie Pickens mentored her),
Lombre showed off her impressive
range at JazzCity’s tribute to Dorothy
Donegan, Lil Hardin Armstrong and
Earma Thompson. Last year, she
toured France with Bacongo Square
Boulevard, a quartet comprised of
American, Congolese and French
musicians and more recently toured
South Africa with Ernest Dawkins’
Englewood-Soweto Exchange. Today,
she’ll head up a strong band including
Corey Wilkes on trumpet, Rajiv
Halim on saxophone and Charles
Heath on drums.
2:00-3:00pm Tribute to Joseph
Jarman, Alvin Fielder and Saalik Ziyad
– Programmed in collaboration with
the AACM

In a short time span, Chicago’s prized
Association for the Advancement
of Creative Musicians (AACM) and
the city as a whole suffered three
heartbreaking losses with the passing
of saxophonist and Art Ensemble
of Chicago founder Joseph Jarman,
legendary drummer Alvin Fielder
and sublime young vocalist Saalik
Ziyad. Today, a group of AACM
luminaries led by the eminent Ernest
Dawkins will perform in their
memory, capturing their enduring
spirits via music and narrative.
The band will include Dawkins on
saxophones, Dee Alexander on
vocals, Alexis Lombreon piano
and vocals, Ed House on tenor
saxophone, Taalib Din Ziyard on
flute and vocals, Adam Zanolini on
bass, Art Turk Burton on percussion
and Avreeayl Ra and Jeremiah
Collier on drums.
3:30-4:30pm Curtis Robinson –
Programmed in Collaboration with
the South Side Jazz Coalition
A longtime favorite on the local
scene, Curtis Robinson is a proud
throwback: a full-bodied guitarist
with one foot in Chicago blues and
two hands in Wes Montgomery. Now
based in Las Vegas, “The Doctor” has
played with a wide range of jazz and
R&B artists including Ramsey Lewis,
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the Emotions and Jack McDuff. On his
2016 album, Dancing in the Street, he
paid tribute to the Motown session
players known as the Funk Brothers.
An upbeat attraction whose banter
and impressions of legends such
as George Benson, Robinson is a
guaranteed crowd-pleaser.

MILLENNIUM PARK
JAY PRITZKER PAVILION

5:45pm - Mystick Krewe of Laff and
the Big Shoulders Brass Band will
lead a New Orleans-style second-line
procession, starting at the west side
of the Great Lawn
6:25-7:25pm Mike Reed’s The City
Was Yellow – Celebrating the 50th
Anniversary of the Jazz Institute of
Chicago
If you’re around to celebrate your
fiftieth anniversary, you must be
doing something right. If you’re
the Jazz Institute of Chicago – the
folks who program the Chicago Jazz
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Festival and so many other important
performance and education events
– you must be doing something
remarkable considering all the
obstacles you’ve faced. As part of the
ongoing celebration of the JIC’s 50th,
uber musician, programmer and club
owner Mike Reed has curated The
City Was Yellow, a special “real book”
of jazz compositions by great Windy
City artists, several of whom he will
lead tonight from behind the drums
tonight.
The compositions span 30 years,
from 1980 to 2010, a period of
remarkable creativity and growth for
jazz in Chicago. The handsome book,
proceeds from which go to the JIC for
its invaluable Jazz Links education
program and other activities, includes
written reflections on the songs and
artists by leading Chicago critics.
“It’s a way of recognizing our musical
moments and celebrating the regional
voice and approaches that could only
come from Chicago,” said Reed, who
is known for leading thematically

driven bands including Flesh & Bone
and People, Places and Things.
Tonight’s all-star ensemble will
include Rob Mazurek on cornet,
Nicole Mitchell on flute, Ari Brown
and Geof Bradfield on saxophone,
Steve Berry on trombone, Jeff
Parker on guitar and Matt Ulery on
bass. The songs likely will include
Parker’s “Four in the Evening,”
Mitchell’s “Navigator” and Bradfield’s
“Nairobi Transit.” As gifted as these
artists are as individuals, it is their
ties to Chicago jazz and the Chicago
jazz community that will make this a
memorable event.
7:45-9:00pm Freddy Cole with Lionel
Cole (Tribute to Nat King Cole)
Early in his career, Freddy Cole
understandably was sensitive about
being compared as an artist to his
late and legendary older brother,
Nat King Cole. He even wrote a song
called “I’m Not My Brother, I’m Me”
as he struggled to escape the shadow
of Nat (who died at 45 in 1965) and
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41ST ANNUAL CHICAGO JAZZ FESTIVAL NEIGHBORHOOD CONCERTS

Listen to a sample of the fantastic live jazz music happening across the city throughout the
year. With support from the Chicago Department of Cultural Aﬀairs and Special Events,
the Chicago Jazz Festival Neighborhood Concerts are hosted by
the city's dynamic music organizations and venues. All events oﬀer free admission.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 23

8:30 pm JD Allen Trio | Constellation
Studio B, 3111 N. Western Ave. | Produced by Constellation Performing Arts, constellation-chicago.com

SATURDAY, AUGUST 24

6–10 pm Brown Derby Jazz Revue | Great Lakes Elks Lodge
5110 S. Prairie | Produced by 51st Street Business Association, 51ststreetchicago.com

8:30 p.m. Marc Ribot Solo | Constellation
Studio B, 3111 N. Western Ave. | Produced by Constellation, constellation-chicago.com

SUNDAY, AUGUST 25

6–10 pm Brown Derby Jazz Revue | Great Lakes Elks Lodge
5110 S. Prairie | Produced by 51st Street Business Association, 51ststreetchicago.com
9 pm Cooper Moore | The Hungry Brain
2319 W. Belmont Ave. | Produced by Hungry Brain | hungrybrainchicago.com

MONDAY, AUGUST 26

5–7:30 pm Pop Up Nu Jazz Festival

featuring Thaddeus Tukes, Sam Trump, the Young Masters under
the direction of Ernest Dawkins along with special guest Alexis
Lombre, with the Englewood Sowe to Exchange Whole Foods
Parking Lot, 832 W. 63rd St. Produced by Live the Spirit Residency,
englewoodjazzfest.org

9 pm Anagram Fest featuring Mobile Vanguard
and the John Wojciechowski Trio
Elastic Arts, 3429 W. Diversey Ave., 2nd Floor
Produced by Elastic Arts, elasticarts.org

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28

9 pm Anagram Fest

featuring The Oh Years and the Alejandro Urzagaste Trio
Elastic Arts, 3429 W. Diversey Ave., 2nd Floor Produced by
Elastic Arts, elasticarts.org

TUESDAY, AUGUST 27

5:30 pm Tuesdays on the Terrace:
Isaiah Collier and the Chosen Few
Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago, 220 E. Chicago Ave.
Produced by Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago,
mcachicago.org
6–8 pm Ancient to the Future
featuring Art Turk Burton Congo Square Ensemble
and Ernest Dawkins | Jacob R. Caruthers Center,
Northeastern Illinois University, 700 E. Oakwood Blvd
Produced by the Association for the Advancement
of Creative Musicians (AACM), | aacmchicago.org
8–10 pm Preservation of Fire
hosted by King Hippo featuring

Resavoir and Isaiah Spencer Collective
Co-Prosperity Sphere
3219 S. Morgan St | Produced by Public Media Institute,
publicmediainstitute.com | Broadcast live on 105.5FM

6–9 pm 100th Birthday of Nat “King” Cole with Bruce Henry,
Henry Johnson and the Musical Arts Academy
Reva and David Logan Center for the Arts, 915 E. 50th St.
Produced by South Side Jazz Coalition, Inc.
southsidejazzcoalition.com
9–11 pm Preservation of Fire: QUARTETS
hosted by Angel Bat Dawid & King Hippo
featuring Eliel Sherman Storey Quartet and Angel Bat
Dawid & The Brothahood | Transition East, 2548 E. 83rd St.
Produced by Public Media Institute, publicmediainstitute.com
Broadcast live on 105.5FM | Association, 51ststreetchicago.com
9 pm Cooper Moore
The Hungry Brain, 2319 W. Belmont Ave.
Produced by Hungry Brain | hungrybrainchicago.com

THURSDAY, AUGUST 29

6 pm Nois and the Dave Rempis Quartet Honor
Fred Anderson with a Nod to Charlie Parker's 99th Birthday!
Fred Anderson Park, 1611 S. Wabash Ave.
Produced by The Birdhouse, Inc.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 30

9 p.m. Woolgathering Records artists Matt Ulery, Russ Johnson and Tim Haldeman with special guests
Sleeping Village, 3734 W. Belmont Ave. | Produced by Sleeping Village, sleeping-village.com
FOR INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL JAZZ CONCERTS AND EVENTS HAPPENING AROUND TOWN,
VISIT THE 90.9FM WDCB JAZZ FEST WEEK JAZZ CALENDAR AT WDCB.ORG/JAZZFESTWEEK.

achieve success on his own terms. Thanks to a stylish
series of albums he recorded in the 1990’s with producer
Todd Barkan, he overshot that aim. He became a legend
himself.

There’s no denying the family resemblance in the warmth
and ease that Freddy brings to standards and Brazilian
fare. But more than ever, as he approaches 88, his baritone
stands out with its roominess and cool sense of reserve –
even when he’s singing tunes his brother made famous,
which he did on his 2016 tribute album, He Was the King,
and will do tonight. Expect to hear personal renditions
of such Nat King Cole classics as “Mona Lisa,””It’s Only a
Paper Moon” and “Sweet Lorraine.”
But the family celebration has even more to offer. As a
special treat, Freddy will perform with his son Lionel Cole,
an Australian-based pianist and singer whose extensive
credits include co-writing songs for Mariah Carey. Father
and son will be joined by guitarist Randy Napoleon, bassist
Elias Bailey and drummer Jay Sawyer.

12:40–1:35pm Metropolitan Jazz Octet and Dee Alexander:
Holiday Songs

11:30am-12:25pm Miguel de la Cerna

Jim Gailloreto, one of the city’s finest tenor saxophonists
and arrangers, had long wanted to work with Dee
Alexander, one of the city’s finest singers. And the
splendiforous Alexander had long wanted to pay tribute
to one of her idols, Billie Holiday – not with the usual songs
but a set of less familiar Lady Day tunes including “Things
Are Looking Up,” “24 Hours a Day” and “Somebody’s On
My Mind.” That wish came true via a soon-to-be-released
album, It’s Too Hot for Words, on which Alexander
joins forces with Gailloreto in his guise as leader of the
Metropolitan Jazz Octet. Today, they’ll Dee and the MJO
will perform songs from the recording to celebrate the
60th anniversary of Holiday’s passing.

For anyone who attends local jazz clubs with any regularity,
it is hard to miss pianist Miguel de la Cerna. He is the
favored accompanist (and, frequently, music director)
of the best singers Chicago has to offer, including Dee
Alexander (see below), Bobbi Wilsyn and Maggie Brown.
He also was music director for Maggie’s legendary father,
Oscar Brown, Jr. The Hyde Park native is also a standout
artist in his own right, a side of his talent festgoers will
enjoy today when he leads a trio including Dennis Carroll
on bass and Greg Artry on drums.

Founded in the 1950s by the late Tom Hilliard, the
little-recorded MJO was “re-awakened” by Gailloreto
several years ago after he inherited his onetime DePaul
teacher Hilliard’s archives and updated selected works
with another Hilliard protege, alto saxophonist John
Kornegay. Hilliard was ahead of his time, harmonically,
so his music is right in the wheelhouse of the new MJO,
which includes Bob Sutter on piano; Peter Brusen
on tenor saxophone; Doug Scharf on trumpet; Russ
Phillips on trombone; Doug Bistrow on bass and Bob
Rummage on drums.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 30
MILLENNIUM PARK

VON FREEMAN PAVILION
(SOUTH PROMENADE)
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1:50-2:45pm Rocky Yera Band
Tenor saxophonist Rocky Yera’s
debut album, Just Practice, was “an
invitation to exhilaration,” said Down
Beat, describing his upward range on
the tenor as “jaw-dropping.” Today,
the Cubanborn tenor
saxophonist
will be out
to lift the
crowd
to
even greater
levels
of
excitement
with
his
distinctive
electric
guitar-style
effects and energetic fusing of jazz
and pop. Yera, who spent part of his
childhood in Spain, lived in New York
and attended college in Florida, was
drawn to Chicago by an invitation
from topflight Chicago Afro-Latin Jazz
Ensemble – CALJE. That lovely twist
of fate has brought him together with
talented like-minded players such as
the ones he’ll be playing with today:

AUGUST 2019

Chris Siebold on guitar, Darwin
Noguera on keyboards, Joshua
Ramos on bass and Xavier Breaker
on drums.
3:00 - 4:00pm Rob Mazurek’s Desert
Encrypts: Volume 1
Even though he hasn’t lived here in
quite a while (these days, he calls
Marfa, Texas, home), Rob Mazurek
is one of the heroes of the Chicago
improvised music scene. A visual as
well as sound artist who frequently
combines the two disciplines, the
cornetist and electronics innovator
never runs out of inspiration. As much
as he moves around, stylistically, from
his Chicago Underground units to his
galactic travels with the Exploding
Star Orchestra to his Brazilian
collaborations, he has been a model
of consistency.
Today, Mazurek will present his twopart suite, “Desert Encrypts: Volume
1,” which involves the use of nonmusical images and physical things

as cueing devices – the notational
systems of graphic score and object
score. Building on the experiments
of John Cale and Brian Eno, among
others, he will team with three
equally fearless artists: pianist Kris
Davis, whose recent triumphs include
Octopus, a set of piano duets with
Craig Taborn; bassist Ingebrigt Haker
Flaten, a member of Scandinavian
supergroup Atomic who led his own
Chicago Sextet when he lived here
during the aughts; and Mazurek’s
longtime collaborator Chad Taylor,
a visionary drumer whose Myths
and Morals took the solo album to
thrilling new places.

CAPITAL ONE JAZZ
AND HERITAGE
PAVILION

(NORTH PROMENADE)
noon-1:00pm After Dark
After Dark at noon? Those who are
accustomed to seeing this six-man
collective perform Tuesday nights
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at Andy’s may feel as disoriented
as the band. But actually, everyone
in this group, an ongoing salute
to the late and irreplaceable Von
Freeman that grew out of the Jazz
Institute’s yearlong tribute to Vonski,
has performed at the festival often
enough to be attuned to any time slot.
More importantly, with Freeman’s
outstanding guitarist and music
director Michael Allemana leading
the way, the musicians are attuned
not only to the tenor giant’s special
qualities, but also what made playing
with him special.
Their repertoire is drawn from
Freeman’s
enduring
influences,
including Lester Young’s classics
with Count Basie (including “Dickie’s
Dream” and “Tickle Toe”); the Coleman
Hawkins songbook (including “La
Rosita” and “Bean and the Boys”);
Charlie
Parker’s
masterworks
(including “Parker’s Mood” and
“Klactoveedsedstene”) and works
from the ‘40s and ‘50s by Mary Lou
Williams and Lucky Thompson. After
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Dark features Geof Bradfield, Scott
Burns and Rajiv Halim on saxophone
and the imposing rhythm team of
Clark Sommers on bass and Dana
Hall on drums. Don’t worry if you
have trouble adjusting your eyes to
the sunshine. Your ears will be doing
just fine.
1:30–2:30pm Kitt Lyles Real Talk
Collective
Bassist
Kitt
Lyles says his
compositions
touch
on
“the
rough,
gritty
parts
of who we
are” through
the Southern
folk and blues
influences
he absorbed
growing
up
in South Carolina. But even while
digging for darker meaning in his
songs, he puts a priority on singable

melodies. That’s not a combination
that always works, but in the hands of
his topnotch band, it makes his kind of
search open and accessible. The Real
Talk Collective, which indeed thrives
on group conversations, consists of
musicians Emily Kuhn on trumpet,
Roy McGrath on tenor saxophone,
Joaquin Garcia on piano, Erik
Skov on guitar, Gustavo Cortinas
on drums, Chris Shuttlesworth
on trombone and Mercedes Inez
Martinez as a special guest vocalist.
3:00-4:00pm
Exchange

Nico

Segal

Juju

Nico Segal is best known for his work
with Chance the Rapper and Frank
Ocean and his internet hit, “Sunday
Candy.” But the artist who once
went by Donnie Trumpet – a tag he
understandably dropped after the
2016 presidential election – has had a
widely varied career as a horn player
and producer. His bands have drawn
from jazz, salsa, hip-hop and soul,
blurring the boundaries between
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styles. Among them, none channels
the particular vibe of contemporary
Chicago jazz (as delineated by artists
such as Makaya McCraven and
Jaimie Branch) as personably as Juju
Exchange.
“This is music that is reflective of
how I respond to Coltrane, how I
hear Herbie [Hancock], how I hear
Janis Joplin or Hendrix,” Segal told
the Chicago Tribune. Juju Exchange’s
largely instrumental debut album,
Exchange, also reflects the shared
spirit and like-mindedness of
bandmates who attended Chicago’s
Merit School of Music. “It’s not about
what makes this solo or these changes
cool,” Segal said. “Instead, it’s about
the story. What makes this story
work?” His fellow story-tellers will be
keyboardist Julian Reid, bassist Lane
Beckstrom and drummer Everett
Reid.

4:15-5:05 George Freeman and Billy
Branch
At 92, George Freeman is not just still
going strong. Having staged a
remarkable resurgence in his eighties,
the guitarist is still capable of utter
amazement on his instrument. Latest
case in point: George the Bomb! an
album of new originals teaming
Freeman with celebrated Chicago
blues harpist Billy Branch, a man of
no minor surprises himself, having
played with Tuareg legends Tinariwen,
Mexican rock band El Tri and Malian
singer and guitarist Vieux Farka Toure.

JAY PRITZKER PAVILION
3:45pm – Mystick Krewe of Laff and
the Big Shoulder Brass Band will
lead a New Orleans-style second-line
procession, starting at the west side
of the Great Lawn.

Both artists have played with giants:
Freeman with Charlie Parker and
Branch with Willie Dixon as part
of the “Hoochie Coochie” man’s
Chicago Blues All-Stars. But as deeply
influenced by tradition as Freeman

GEORGE FREEMAN &
BILLY BRANCH
AT THE 41ST CHICAGO JAZZ
FESTIVAL AUGUST 30TH

and Branch are, each of them has
given it a good shake – Freeman as
a wildly idiosyncratic soloist and souljazz hero of the acid jazz movement
and Branch as the leader of Sons
of Blues, which has given the local
blues scene a much-needed shot of
youthful adrenaline. The guitarist and
harpist will be backed by John Devlin
on bass and accordion, Luiz Ewerling
on drums and percussion, George the
Bomb! co-producer Bradley ParkerSparrow on piano and album coproducer Joanie Pallatto on vocals.
5:25-6:10pm Joel Ross and his Good
Vibes
Even before he released Kingmaker,
his buzzworthy debut on the
historic Blue Note label (“a marvel,”
pronounced Pitchfork), 23-year-old
vibraphonist Joel Ross was earning
raves as an an accompanist. He
distinguished himself on some of
the hippest albums of the past
few years, two of them by fellow
Chicago natives: Makaya McCraven’s
Universal Beings and Marquis Hill’s
Modern Flows, Vol. 2. While strongly
influenced by Blue Note legend Bobby
Hutcherson (as what vibist isn’t?),
Ross has a bracingly unpredictable

PRITZKER
PAVILION
4:15pm-5pm
Hot oﬀ the heels of the new
Southport Records release

GEORGE THE BOMB!

George Freeman, Guitar
Billy Branch, Harp & Vocal
John Devlin, Bass, Accordion & Vocal
Luiz Ewerling, Drums & Percussion
Joanie Pallatto, Vocal
Bradley Parker-Sparrow, Piano
with Special Guest Tania Daley, Dancer!
SOUTHPORT RECORDS | southport@ChicagoSound.com
AUGUST 2019

chicagojazzfestival.us FREE EVENT!
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approach. He can swing like crazy
one moment and splinter the beat
with hip-hop accents the next. He
can flood the field with bell-like
notes and then embrace the starkest
minimalism.
His thoughtful originals, which boast
titles like “The Grand Struggle Against
Fear” and “With Whom Do You Learn
Trust?” are, he said, “influenced by
people or events, relationships I had,
or even a question someone posed.”
A born leader, he has certainly
inspired trust in his Brooklyn-based
Good Vibes combo, featuring alto
saxophonist Immanuel Wilkins,
pianist Jeremy Corren and drummer
Jeremy Dutton plus bassist Kanoa
Mendenhall.
6:25–7:25pm Ambrose Akinmusire
Quartet
Ambrose Akinmusire, one of
the new jazz generation’s finest
trumpeters and composers, elevated
to new heights last year with his
stirring and unprecedented album
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Origami Harvest. A chamber effort
featuring former Das Racist rapper
Kool A.D. and the strings of the Mivos
Quartet, the recording contains some
of the most outspoken commentary
on racism by a contemporary jazz
artist (even the song titles, including
“A Blooming Bloodfruit in a Hoodie,”
scream out for change) as well as
some of the most challenging music.
Public radio critic Nat Chinen hailed
the effort as “audacious, politically
exigent and altogether astounding.”
Tonight, he’ll be performing in
a different setting, that of his
longstanding quartet, but that
doesn’t mean he’ll leave his political
and social concerns behind. They have
long informed the music of this proud
son of Oakland, California, as have
wide stylistic interests. He and his
closeknit compadres – Sam Harris on
piano, Harish Raghavan on bass and
Justin Brown on drums – shift with
ease from classic hard bop to Miles
Davis-style impressionism to pure
pop. With his impeccable touch and
deep, soulful tonality, Akinmusire

finds a spiritual thread in just about
every musical conversation he enters
into (hear him also on such acclaimed
recordings as Mary Halvorson’s Code
Girl, Brad Mehldau’s Finding Gabriel
and Kendrick Lamar’s To Pimp a
Butterfly). In these troubled times,
it’s also good to hear both side of the
story.
7:45-9:00pm Art Ensemble of
Chicago 50th Anniversary Tour
Other bands
that suffer the
loss of not one,
not two, but
three beloved
founding
members
might consider
calling it a day. But the Art Ensemble
of Chicago is not only continuing
on its mission to celebrate and
promote “Great Black Music,” it is
doing so in spectacular fashion. Led
by saxophonist, flutist and 2019 NEA
Jazz Master Roscoe Mitchell, with
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drummer and percussionist Famoudou Don Moye
as his wingman, the band is marking its 50 years
together – and honoring departed members Lester
Bowie, Malachi Favors Maghostut and Joseph Jarman
–by tripling its size and expanding its sound.
With added strings and electronics and doubled
instruments and a greater involvement in the new
music genre, this Art Ensemble boasts a more richly
atmospheric, and sometimes more precise, sound.
But it still plays grooves that can lift you and the
band that introduced “little” instruments still can
invest the smallest sounds with meaning. Tonight’s
15-member lineup will include acclaimed artists who
have played at various times with the Art Ensemble,
including trumpeter Hugh Ragin and bassist Jaribu
Shahid from Detroit and cellist Tomeka Reid and
bassist Junius Paul from Chicago.
The guest players will include trumpeter Fred
Berry, a member of Mitchell’s original mid-’60s
quartet; flutist and AACM great Nicole Mitchell,
recently named head of the jazz studies program
at the University of Pittsburgh, and electronics
artist Christina Wheeler, whose past AACM
collaborators have included Nicole Mitchell, Matana
Roberts and Jeff Parker. Rounding out the cast:
vocalist Erina Newkirk; violinist Jean Cook; violist
Edward Yoon Kwon; bassist Silvia Bolognesi, and
African percussion aces Dudu Kouateì and Enoch
Williamson.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 31
MILLENNIUM PARK
ROOFTOP JAZZ - YOUNG LIONS
PRESENTED BY
ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY

(HARRIS THEATER ROOFTOP TERRACE)
11:00-11:30am
Saucedo Academy Latin Jazz Band
11:45am-12:15pm
Thomas Kelly High School Jazz Combo
12:30-1:00pm
ChiArts Honors Jazz Combo
1:15-1:55pm
Dekalb High School Jazz Ensemble
2:10-2:50pm
Kenwood Academy High School Jazz Band
3:05-3:45pm
Whitney Young Magnet High School Jazz Band
AUGUST 2019
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VON FREEMAN
PAVILION

(SOUTH PROMENADE)
11:30-12:25pm Carolyn Fitzhugh
One
of
this
year’s
happiest
surprises
has been the
emergence of
Chicago singer
C a r o l y n
Fitzhugh. For
many years,
she put her musical gifts on hold
while she worked as a government
accountant. But with the album
Living in Peace, she announced herself
as a jazz artist of surpassing skill
and charm. Working with local radio
veteran and Sirius host Mark Ruffin,
she turns pop songs you never thought
you’d hear a jazz singer go near into
sweet, swinging treats. Among them:
the Average White Band’s “Queen of

My Soul,” James Taylor’s “Secret O’
Life” and Prince’s “Strollin.’” Boasting
a moving title song by Fitzhugh,
Living in Peace also establishes her as
a talented songwriter. Midlife crisis?
Fitzhugh joyfully turns that concept
on its ear. Joining her today will be
Darwin Noguera on piano, Michael
Benning on bass, Neil Hemphill on
drums and Greg Penn on percussion.
12:40–1:35pm Andy Brown Quartet
Few working bands take you on a
more generous stylistic tour than
guitarist Andy Brown and crew. On
their winning recent album, Direct
Call, they range from the old crooners’
favorite “Prisoner of Love” to Duke
Ellington’s “The Jeep is Jumpin’”
to hard bop heavy Hank Mobley’s
“Funk in Deep Freeze.” The prolific
Brown, who also regularly appears
with his wife, singer Petra van Nuis,
and in a two-guitar setting with the
great Howard Alden, seems to have

no limits as a stylist (we’re guessing
he’d have no trouble jamming with
the Dead). Today, his topnotch
quartet – Jeremy Kahn on piano, Joe
Policastro on bass and Phil Gratteau
on drums – will look back on their
years together and perform some of
their favorites.
1:50-2:45pm The Fat Babies
Though the term “trad jazz” is
sometimes used as a pejorative
by modernists, bands who bring
something new to Dixieland, ragtime
and other sounds made popular in
the 1920’s and early 1930’s in New
Orleans and Chicago have developed
strong followings. One of the best
of them, our very own Fat Babies,
energizes the old songs with what
one critic called its “riot of motion
and multilinear melody.” But as
raucous as the Fat Babies can get,
they never compromise the integrity
of the music. Led by bassist Beau
Sample, the band, which will perform
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in support of a new album, includes
Andy Schumm on cornet and clarinet;
John Otto on clarinet and alto
saxophone; Dave Bock on trombone;
Jon Doyle on tenor saxophone and
clarinet; Paul Asaro on piano and
vocals; Johnny Donatowicz on tenor
banjo and tenor guitar and Alex Hall
on drums and percussion.
3:00-4:00pm Hinda Hoffman and
Soul Message
“What a voice,” critic Neil Tesser
once wrote about Hinda Hoffman,
marveling over her “rich ruby
instrument, dark and full and at times
gleaming.” A fixture on the Chicago
and Chicago suburban scene, Hoffman
is a proven interpreter of standards,
specializing in the songs of Duke
Ellington and Billy Strayhorn, George
Gershwin, Cole Porter and Antonio
Carlos Jobim. Today, she’ll swap in
her usual piano band accompaniment
in the company of Soul Message,
featuring Chris Foreman, one of the
great Hammond B-3 organists of the
day, Greg Rockingham on drums
and Lee Rothenberg on guitar. A
Philadelphia native, Rothenberg
studied with Bobby Broom – his
predecessor in Soul Message when it
was known as the Deep Blue Organ
Trio.

CAPITAL ONE JAZZ
AND HERITAGE
PAVILION

(NORTH PROMENADE)
noon-1:00pm Chris Madsen Quartet
Tenor saxophonist Chris Madsen
has established himself as a major
voice in a variety of settings: As a
traditionalist with a deep affection
for Bix Beiderbecke, as a funk and
soul player, as a singer’s accompanist
and most winningly as the leader
and songwriter of his own band.
Having arrived at the two-year mark
together, the Chris Madsen Quartet
is pushing off in a new direction while
revisiting the past. Madsen recently
revisited and completed tunes that he
began years ago, only to put on hold.
AUGUST 2019

They’ll be featured on the band’s
forthcoming album, Bonfire, of which
you’ll get a generous sampling today.
The music is bold and bracing, as you
might expect from a stellar group
including Stu Mindeman on piano,
Clark Sommers on bass and Dana
Hall on drums and cymbals.
1:30–2:30pm Jeremy Cunningham,
The Weather Up There
Newcity Music praised Jeremy
Cunningham’s 2016 album, re:
dawn (from far), for its “bravura
storytelling and image-painting.” On
its moving successor, The Weather
Up There, the Chicago drummer
and composer artist goes even
further and deeper with his words
and images, which derive from the
killing of his younger brother during
a home invasion robbery in 2008. It’s
a work that assails gun violence and
its heartbreaking ripple effects while
searching for “a way to turn the tide”
of profound personal loss through
adaptations of original poems. When
exploring painful themes, it helps to
be with friends. In performing music
from The Weather Up There today,
Cunningham will be surrounded by a
bunch of them: Ben LaMar Gay on
cornet, electronics and percussion;
Josh Johnson on alto saxophone
and keyboards; Dustin Laurenzi on
tenor saxophone and electronics; Jeff
Parker on guitar and Paul Bryan on
bass.
3:00-4:00pm Frank Catalano Quartet
It’s safe to say if you’ve played with
both jazz master Von Freeman and
the industrial band Ministry, you’ve
covered some ground. And those
milestones came early in the career of
tenor saxophonist Frank Catalano,
who since being projected as a future
star by Freeman when he was 13,
has done plenty to make good on
that mentor’s words. He established
himself in mainstream jazz and jazzsoul circles and appeared with artists
as different as Tony Bennett, John
Legend and Smashing Pumpkin Jimmy

Chamberlin. A crowdpleaser with
his ripping, super-fluent sound on
tenor, Catalano will lead his quartet,
featuring the great onetime Herbie
Hancock sideman Mike Clark on
drums, John Roothaan on piano and
Greg Geary on bass.

JAY PRITZKER PAVILION
3:45pm - The Four Star Jazz Band will
lead a New Orleans-style second-line
procession, starting at the west side
of the Great Lawn
4:15-5:05pm Ben Wendel’s Seasons
A long time ago, in a country pretty
far away, Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
composed The Seasons, a series of
pieces dedicated to musicians he
admired. He published one of the
compositions every month for a year
in a music magazine. Cool concept and
cooler still for jazz fans as adopted
by saxophonist and bassoonist Ben
Wendel. Inspired by Tchaikovsky,
the Canadian-born, South Californiaraised Brooklynite, known for his
work in Kneebody, wrote his own set
of compositions dedicated to the
12 months. He performed each of
them in a duo setting with a different
musician he admired and rolled out
the works as YouTube videos.
Wendel took things a step further
on his acclaimed 2018 album, The
Seasons, by drafting four of those
duet partners to record quintet
versions of the songs. Two of the
stellar musicians in that group,
guitarist Gilad Hekselman and
bassist Matt Brewer, will be featured
today, along with pianist Sullivan
Fortner and drummer Kendrick
Scott, who contributed to the original
duo sessions and will help take the
music in yet another direction. “It’s
some of the most fun I’ve ever had,
to really think about an artist that I
love, get inside their world and try to
reimagine that through my writing,”
Wendel told a New York Times critic.
It’s safe to say he won’t be the only
one having big fun today.
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5:25-6:10pm Ryan Cohan’s
Originations
One of Chicago’s most valuable
pianists and composers, Ryan Cohan
has in a series of conceptual works
devoted himself to capturing the
world around him. An early album of
his boasted a five-movement suite
called “One Sky: Tone Poems for
Humanity.” His hourlong tone poem,
The River, was inspired by his travels
in Africa. More recently, he wrote
living and breathing arrangements for
the Scottish National Jazz Orchestra
and Joe Locke’s symphonic concert
album, Wish Upon A Star.
As strong as
those efforts
are,
they
merely paved
the way for
Cohan’s
latest work,
Originations. The multi-part, semiautobiographical “sonic tapestry,”
soon to be available as a recording,
explores Cohan’s mixed ethnic
origins through the deep spiritual
connections between Jewish and
Arabic traditions. A stirring piece
about shared values, Originations
is ultimately a prayer for peace. To
perform excerpts from it today,
Cohan has put together an unusual
10-piece jazz chamber ensemble –
a jazz sextet plus a string quartet.
The jazz musicians will be John
Wojciechowski on clarinet, flute and
saxophone; Geof Bradfield on bass
clarinet and soprano saxophone; Tito
Carrillo on trumpet and flugelhorn;
James Cammack on bass, and
Michael Raynor on drums. The KAIA
String Quartet features violinists
Victoria Moreira and Naomi Culp,
violist Amanda Grimm and cellist
Hope Shepherd DeCelle.
6:25–7:25pm Christian McBride’s New
Jawn
It’s difficult to overestimate the
impact Christian McBride made
when he first arrived on the jazz
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scene. One of the most prodigious
double bass players in many a
moon, he brought the combination
of virtuosity, power and timing
that LeBron James brought to pro
basketball. As an accompanist, young
McBride – how shall we put it? – took
ownership of the bass in the company
of such greats as Freddie Hubbard,
Bobby Watson and Benny Golson and
contemporary stars such as Joshua
Redman and Roy Hargrove. In 2007,
he hit career heights of sorts when
he performed with Sonny Rollins and
Roy Haynes at Carnegie Hall.
The Philadelphia native has led
numerous groups of his own, including
a trio, a quintet and an 18-piece big
band. The best of them all may well
be his latest, New Jawn (Philly slang,
we’re told, that equates to New Yorker
Spike Lee’s jam), quartet that departs
the norm in not including a pianist.
The format allows more open space
in which to improvise as well as what
a New York Times critic described as
a “roguish, brawny sound.” But with
Marcus Strickland on saxophone,
Josh Evans on trumpet and Nasheet
Waits on drums, there is plenty of
bop and funk to go around – and
lessons learned from past mentors
of theirs including Roy Haynes, Jackie
McLean and Andrew Hill. As far as
we’re concerned (don’t tell the curfew
police), New Jawn can play til dawn.
7:45-9:00pm Cécile McLorin Salvant
It’s frequently advisable to take
reviewers’ grandiose claims with
a grain of salt, but it’s difficult to
disagree with the consensus view
that Cécile McLorin Salvant is the
jazz singer of the moment – of any
gender – and many moments to
come. From the start, she has stood
out not only with her wondrous
range, elastic rhythm and intonation,
but also her deft personality shifts in
recasting classic tunes for the postmillennium. Who else could turn the
frothy Burt Bacharach hit “Wives and
Lovers” into what one writer called “a
subversive anthem of assertiveness”?
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Or awken the social drama of the 19th
century folk ballad “John Henry”?
Raised in Miami by a Haitian father
and French-Guadeloupian mother,
Salvant had no real background in jazz
when she went to study classical
music and political science in France.
Exposed to all manner of musical
styles, she immersed herself in the
work of early-20th century greats
such as Bessie Smith, Bert Williams
and Valaida Snow. After winning the
2010 Thelonious Monk Jazz Vocals
Competition, she wasted no time
reaching her potential: WomanChild,
her spectacular 2013 major label
debut, was a critical smash. Her most
recent effort, The Window, is a series
of duets with pianist Sullivan Fortner
that includes American, French and
Brazilian songs – pop, show and
cabaret, and the forgotten Aretha
Franklin tune, “One Step Ahead.”

Whitaker has said, “She figured out
how to channel the whole history
of jazz singing and who had her own
thing, too.”

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
MILLENNIUM PARK
Rooftop Jazz:
NextGenJazz
Presented by Allstate
Insurance Company
(Harris Theater Rooftop
Terrace)
11:15am-12:00pm
Emerging Artist Big Band
12:15-1:00pm
Zach Rosenstiehl Nacht Group
1:15-2:00pm
Dakarai Barclay (Sextet)
2:15-3:00pm
The Perrilles Project
3:15-4:00pm Alec Tet

VON FREEMAN
PAVILION

(SOUTH PROMENADE)
11:30am-12:25pm Joan Collaso Sextet

Watching her perform – she sings in
French and Spanish as well as English
– you get the feeling that Salvant
has thought through every song,
every phrase, every inflection – an
action ethnomusicologist! – and yet
still makes the songs vibrantly alive.
Like one of her heroes, Betty Carter,
she thrives on the moment, and on
making surprising connections with
the audience. As her bassist Rodney
AUGUST 2019

A dream may have come true for Joan
Collaso when she sang backup for
Stevie Wonder on his Songs in the Key
of Life tour. But as one of Chicago’s
busiest and most stylish vocalists, she
has achieved any number of personal
desires. She has conveyed her love of
jazz, soul, pop and old school R&B on
such albums as My Heart Speaks and
Ooo Whee (My Favorite Things). She
also has been a background singer for
such artists as Ramsey Lewis and, on
Oprah, Alicia Keys, Jennifer Hudson
and Sugarland. And she has enjoyed
success as a jingles singer. Today, she’ll
be accompanied by Henry Johnson on
guitar, Larry Hanks on piano, Joshua
Ramos on bass and Charles Heath on
drums plus backup singers.
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Jazz, Booze & Butter
Destroy your
Reputation
6970 N Glenwood
Chicago, Il 60626
Reservations: 773 209 7631

Lepianochicago.com
Monday–Thursday
6pm to 10pm

Solo piano
Monday: Kevin Fort
Tuesday: Jim Holman
Wednesday: Tom Vaitsas
Thursday: John Erickson

Friday & Saturday

Chad Willetts,
solo cocktail piano
6:30 pm to 7:30 pm
Chad Willetts Trio with
guest Artists 8pm to
midnight

Sundays

Chad Willetts Trio
Sunday Brunch
11:30am-2:30pm
Kimberley Gordon and
Chris Foreman 7pm 10pm

Coming In September
Judy Roberts
Jeremy Kahn
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12:40–1:35pm Sharel Cassity Quartet
It’s always nice for a Chicagoan to
see a New York loss become our
gain. Among the musicians who
have relocated here in recent times,
Sharel Cassity ranks high. An alto
saxophonist saxophonist with a deep,
soulful, sometimes gripping sound
and a tonally distinctive soprano
saxophonist, she has performed
with a long list of notables including
the distinguished rhythm section
of Cyrus Chestnut, Rufus Reid and
Lewis Nash on her album, Manhattan
Romance. She was lead altoist in the
Diva Jazz Orchestra for seven years.
On her funk-oriented band Elektra’s
album, Evolve, she “reimagines”
songs by Bjork and Alicia Keys, playing
soprano and alto. Today, she’ll be
accompanied by Richard Johnson on
piano, Christian Dillingham on bass
and Neil Hemphill on drums.
1:50-2:45pm Russ Johnson Quartet
We Chicagoans may boo the baseball
Brewers, but Milwaukee sends us
any number of players to root for
– jazz players. One of the best is
trumpeter Russ Johnson, Director
of Jazz Studies at the University
of Wisconsin-Parkside, who has
made a big impact on the Windy
City scene with Windy City artists in
bands including Headlands. Today,
he’ll be performing with an exciting
new combo teaming him with
saxophonist Greg Ward, who seems
to be in every other exciting band now
at work, and the exceptional rhythm
team of bassist Clark Sommers and
drummer Dana Hall. A sharp, lyrical,
generous player, Johnson may just
have you feeling differently about the
Brew Crew by set’s end.
3-4pm Ben Lamar Gay
Have a year and a half, why don’t
you, Ben Lamar Gay? In the past 18
or so months, the Chicago multiinstrumentalist and vocalist has
broken out and broken through
with a flurry of albums. An AACM
stalwart known for his work with
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Mike Reed’s Flesh & Bone, Greg
Ward’s 10 Tongues and the R&B trio
Bottle Tree, to name but three bands,
he made his acclaimed debut in 2018
with Downtown Castles Can Never
Block the Sun, which rather amazingly
ranges from techno to minimalism
to experimental jazz to samba – and
spoken word.
Late last year, Gay began releasing the
seven, count ‘em, seven previously
released full-length albums he
drew from for Downtown Castles.
Then came Confetti in the Sky Like
Fireworks, his soundtrack for a short
documentary about Rio de Janeiro’s
underground Carnival. (He lived in
Rio for several years.) With a canvas
like that, there’s no telling what kind
of sounds and shapes will emanate
today from his performance on the
afternoon stage. We do know that
Gay, on cornet, synthesizer and
voice ,will team up with Will Faber
on guitars, West African ngoni and
synth; Joshua Sirotiak on tuba and
Tommaso Moretti on drums.

CAPITAL ONE JAZZ
AND HERITAGE
PAVILION

(NORTH PROMENADE)
noon-1:00pm Paulinho Garcia
Fans of Brazilian music still talk about
Paulinho Garcia’s 2008 Millennium
Park extravaganza, “50 Years of
Bossa Nova” with the legendary João
Donato. Today, Garcia will offer a
retrospective of his own work, much
of it composed during his years in
Chicago, where the native of Belo
Horizonte, Brazil, garnered a sizable
following in such bands as Made
in Brazil, Jazzmineiro and Two for
Brazil, his duo with saxophonist Greg
Fishman – and where, during the
1990’s, he led a 20-piece band for the
Brazilian Cultural Center of Chicago’s
annual carnaval. “The Art of Paulinho
Garcia,” as today’s show is tagged, will
feature new band arrangements of

his samba and bossa nova originals as
well as his acclaimed interpretations
of American standards. Welcome
back, Paulinho! Today, the singerguitarist will lead a sextet including
Greg Fishman and Steve Eisen on
reeds, Marcel Bonfin on bass and his
brother Heitor Garcia and Geraldo
de Oliveira on percussion.
1:30–2:30pm Juli Wood’s Big Bari Band
No one who hears Juli Wood blast
on baritone saxophone will ever feel
under-served in terms of soulful
rewards. But after hearing the
longtime Windy City favorite team up
with another baritonist, Rajiv Halim,
in her Big Bari Band, you may leave
feeling like the blown-away guy in
that old Memorex commercial. This is
a band that operates on the pleasure
principal. Today’s set will include
works by Thelonious Monk, Wayne
Shorter, John Coltrane, Horace Silver
and Sun Ra – who helped pioneer
the two-bari format. Wood, the selfdescribed “saxomamaphonic” and
a strong singer in the R&B mode,
guarantees a set that will be “hardswinging and hard-bopping.” Her
band will also feature Mike Allemana
on guitar, Joshua Ramos on bass and
Samuel Jewell on drums.
3:00-4:00pm Ben Sidran
Like his hero and role model, the
late Mose Allison, singer-pianist Ben
Sidran has spent a lifetime pianodeep in the place where jazz, blues
and folk meet. Long based in Madison,
Wisconsin, he has explored the music
in all its shades and colors, turning
out not only a stream of entertaining
albums but also brilliantly researched
books including Black Talk, There Was
a Fire: Jews, Music and the American
Dream and Ben Sidran: A Life in the
Music.
If that makes him sound like a serious
cat, well, he is when it comes to
music and culture. But he’s a dyedin-the-wool hipster whose onstage
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commentary and stories are as
entertaining as his songs. He doesn’t
often perform in Chicago these
days, so the opportunity to revisit
such classics as Old Songs for a New
Depression and hear new tunes is
not one to be missed. Sidran will be
joined by the terrific Will Bernard
(a San Francisco native now living in
Brooklyn) on guitar, Billy Peterson
on bass and Ben’s son Leo Sidran on
drums.

JAY PRITZKER PAVILION
3:45pm - The Four Star Jazz Band will
lead a New Orleans-style second-line
procession, starting at the west side
of the Great Lawn.
4:15-5:05pm Rempis/Flaten/Ra +
Baker
Free improvised music rarely attains
the blend of gut strength and
conversational prowess that informs
what one critic called the “achingly
gorgeous” music of Rempis/Abrams/
Ra, a longstanding trio featuring tenor,
alto and baritone saxophonist Dave
Rempis, bassist Joshua Abrams and
drummer Avreeyal Ra. And when

they’re joined
by
prized
pianist
and
electronics
artist
Jim
Baker, as they
frequently
are, the band
e x p a n d s
its
sound
without losing focus or intensity.
With Abrams on tour in Europe and
the great Ingebrigt Håker Flaten
of the acclaimed Scandinavian band
Atomic performing in his place, this
trio-plus-one will reveal exciting new
dimensions. An honorary Chicagoan,
having played with Rempis and
numerous other local improvisers
including Ken Vandermark and Mars
Williams and lived here for a time (he
now lives in Austin, Texas), Flaten is
one of the most propulsive voices on
his instrument. Fans shouldn’t miss
the chance to hear him in this context.
5:25-6:10pm Camila Meza and the
Nectar Orchestra
An ideal choice to get this evening’s
exceptional program of Latin jazz off to
a lively start, 34-year-old Chile native
Camila Meza is one of the brightest
innovators of her generation. An

alluring singer and guitarist of fluency
and power, she leads one of today’s
most distinctive ensembles in the
Nectar Orchestra. Half jazz combo
and half string quartet, the octet
bridges folk and pop styles, North and
South American, traditional and new
in the most ingenious and affecting
ways.
Meza, who has appeared in Chicago
as a member of Ryan Keberle’s band
Catharsis, is a deft composer, thriving
on soaring melodies, indie pop
influences and sonic sophistication.
She’s also a scintillating cover arist.
On her superb recent album, Ambar,
she brings new life to tunes including
Brazilian icon Milton Nascimento’s
“Milagre dos Peixes,” revered pop
artist Elliot Smith’s “Waltz #1” and
the Pat Metheny-David Bowie cowrite “This is Not America.” Playing
arrangements by the Israeli Noam
Wiesenberg, who plays bass, New
Orchestra will also feature Glenn
Zaleski on piano, Ziv Ravitz on
drums, Myra Hinrichs and Lilian
Chou on violin, Lee Joiner on viola
and Diane Chou on cello.

EPIPHANYCHI.COM

MUSIC VENUE OPEN NOVEMBER 2019
@EPIPHANYARTS201
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DELMARK RECORDS ANNOUNCES NEW
RELEASES BY METROPOLITAN JAZZ OCTET
WITH DEE ALEXANDER AND THE FAT BABIES

AND INTRODUCING…
JAVIER RED’S IMAGERY CONVERTER

LISTEN FOR THE GEOF BRADFIELD QUARTET
ON WDCB SUNDAY SEPT. 1 AT 10AM

NOTABLE DELMARK ARTISTS PARTICIPATING
IN THIS YEAR’S FESTIVAL INCLUDE:
ROB MAZUREK | ERNEST DAWKINS | NICOLE MITCHELL | ARI BROWN
JEFF PARKER | FRANK CATALANO | AVREEAYL RA | AND OTHERS...
FOR NEWS, DOWNLOADS AND MORE VISIT DELMARK.COM

6:25–7:25pm Latino-America Unida
Talk about your supergroups! In
another first for the Chicago Jazz
Festival, this year’s penultimate
attraction is a dream band that has
never previously performed together.
Are you ready to rumble, as the man
says? On saxophones, Miguel Zenon,
a native of Puerto Rico, and Melissa
Aldana, who was born and raised
in Chile! On piano, representing
his birth country of Cuba, pianist
David Virelles! On drums, known
for his integral contribution to the
film Birdman, the mighty MexicanAmerican
drummer
Antonio
Sanchez! And on bass, also from
Puerto Rico, Ricky Rodriguez!
From top to bottom, these are brilliant
instrumentalists who in addition to
leading their own ensembles have
played with such greats as Steve
Coleman, Pat Metheny, Greg Osby
and SFJAZZ Collective. As composers
and conceptualists, the members of
Latino-America Unida have played
powerful roles in exploring cultural
identity, discrimination and music
tradition. Not since the Fania All-Stars
of the 1970’s has there been a coming
together of Latin talent quite like
this. Zenon and company will more
than match that group in star power,
and, more importantly, in promoting
the power of community during these
times of extreme devisiveness.

In awarding Zenon a fellowship in
2008, the MacArthur Foundation
praised him for “reestablishing the
artistic, cultural, and social tradition of
jazz while creating an entirely new jazz
language for the 21st century.” That
he has been joined on that mission by
artists as exciting as Aldana, Virelles,
Sanchez and Rodriguez has us feeling
very good about the future of this
music.

NEA Jazz Master. As an arranger, he
revolutionized the music with the
trombone-based charts for his band
La Perfecta. Another of his great
ensembles, Harlem River Drive,
incorporated funk and soul. And he is
a beloved mentor who in recent years
has sent such stalwarts as Dafnis
Prieto, Edsel Gómez and Yosvany
Terry on their way.

7:45-9:00pm Eddie Palmieri Sextet
Let us count the ways in which Eddie
Palmieri has reigned over Latin jazz,
salsa and all points between for the
past 50-plus years. Strongly influenced
by his brother Charlie Palmieri, as
well as key players including Rene
Hernandez, Gilbert Lopez and Tommy
Garcia, the Bronx native is a force at
the piano. He initially didn’t like jazz,
but after seeing his idol McCoy Tyner
perform, he was converted. An epic
solo by Tyner, he told an interviewer,
“just kept swelling and swelling and
swelling, and he immediately became
my mentor.” Art Tatum, Thelonious
Monk and Bill Evans also greatly
influenced his piano style.
Palmieri is also a brilliant composer
who has contributed such classics as
“Azucar Pa’ Ti,” “Adoracion” and
“Ritmo Caliente” to the Latin
songbook. There is no more powerful
an embodiment of Puerto Rican
tradition and culture than this 2013

Whenever and wherever he plays, he
thrills audiences with his high spirits,
dynamic presence and unstoppable
energy. What better choice to close
the 41st Chicago Jazz Festival than
him? Backing the multiple Grammy
winner will be a formidable lineup
including Luques Curtis on bass,
Vicente “Little Johnny” Rivero on
congas, Camilo Molina on timbales,
Louis Fouche on alto saxophone and
Jonathan Powell on trumpet. Viva
Eddie!

SEPTEMBER 28 & 29, 2019

>

13TH ANNUAL

>

FREE

FEATURING
Ambrose Akinmusire Trio featuring Kris Davis and Nasheet
Waits > Amir ElSaffar’s Ahwaal featuring Ksawery
Wójciński, Waclaw Zimpel, Lutosławski Quartet > Angel
Bat Dawid’s Requiem for Jazz > Ari Brown Quintet > Greg
Ward’s Rogue Parade > Isaiah Collier & The Chosen Few:
The Story of 400 Years > Karuna: Hamid Drake and Adam
Rudolph Duet > Orbert Davis Sextet: In the Spirit > Sylvie
Courvoisier & Mary Halvorson Duo > The Alexander/
McLean Project > Tia Fuller’s Diamond Cut > Willie Jones III
Sextet featuring Renee Neufville

More Info At

hydeparkjazzfestival.org

PLUS
Andy Oberhausen’s Breadwinners > Angelo Hart Trio > Bill
McFarland & The Chicago Horns > Bill McKay/Katinka Kleijn
Duo > Dana Hall’s spring > David Boykin: Abeeku > DJ
Sadie Woods > Greg Artry Quartet > Irvin Pierce Quartet
> Joey Brink > Juan Pastor’s Chinchano > Maggie Brown
Group > Marlene Rosenberg Trio > Nick Mazzarella Quintet
> Noteworthy Jazz Ensemble > Occidental Brothers Dance
Band Int’l > Pharez Whitted Band > Project Tool > Richard
Johnson (solo) > Sam Trump Quartet > Shanta Nurullah Trio
> The Regulators > Trio Mokili
Hyde Park Jazz Festival is supported by the Oppenheimer Family Foundation, The National Endowment for the Arts, The
MacArthur Funds for Arts and Culture at The Richard H. Driehaus Foundation, Harper Court Arts Council, The University of
Chicago Medicine, The Chicago Community Trust, a CityArts Grant from the City of Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs &
Special Events, The Reva & David Logan Foundation, The Hyde Park Jazz Society, and the generosity of many individual donors.
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